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For 2 to 4 players
TM

Ages 7 to adult

Object:
Be the first player to discard the 16th card from the deck they control by rolling the numbers
needed on the dice.
Contents:
Game tray, four sets of cards numbered 1 through 16 in 4 different colors, five numbered
dice, one "Switch" game die, one Block disk.
Set-up:
Place the game tray in the middle of all the players. Each player takes a deck of the same
color cards, makes sure they are in the correct order (with the 1 on top and the 16 on the bottom) and then places the deck into the deck holder that's nearest to them on the tray.
The five numbered dice, the Switch game die and the Block disk are placed near the game
tray within reach of all the players. Players each roll one die. The player with the highest roll
of the die goes first then play moves to the left.
Playing:
The first player takes three numbered dice and the Switch die and rolls them all in the center
of the tray. The player then looks to see if they can remove cards from their deck based on
the dice rolled. The player must roll a die or any combination of dice, equivalent to the card
on the top of their deck in order to discard it. A player may discard as many cards as they
can, according to the roll of the dice. The only requirement is that the cards are discarded in
order. If a player's first roll of their turn cannot produce the needed number to match the card
number on top of their deck, their turn is over, and the player to the left goes.
If a player is able to discard one or more cards from their deck, they simply remove the cards
in order and place them upside down in a discard pile next to the game tray.
Example 1: Player rolls
Player may only discard card number 1 (there is no 2 and no way to make 2).

Example 2: Player rolls
Player may discard cards 1, 2, 3 (combination of die 1 and 2), 4, 5 (combine 1 and 4), 6
(combine die 4 and 2) and 7 (combine 1, 2 and 4).
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At this point the player may end their turn and pass the dice to the player on their left or they
may choose to TAKE A RISK and roll the dice again.
TAKING A RISK: A player may decide to roll the dice a second or more times but if they
fail to roll the number showing on their top card, their turn is over and they face a penalty as
follows:
a) If their top card is between 2 and 8 the player must return all cards to the deck and start
again from number one.
b) If their top card is between 9 and 16 the player must return cards to the deck only back to
the milestone card number 8.
Note: The effect of a player having discarded the milestone number 8 card during play is that
the deck is then protected from going back further than this milestone, in the event of having
failed to roll numbers to match the top card.
Note: As players progress through the deck, they increase the amount of numbered dice they throw based on the number of dice shown on the card at the top
of their deck. (at card 7, players begin throwing four numbered dice and at card
12 they start rolling five dice). If a player is throwing four dice and must return all
their cards back to the deck because they haven’t matched the top card, at their
next turn they must go back to throwing only three numbered dice, because that's
how many dice are pictured on card 1.

SWITCH DIE: Everytime a player rolls the dice, they also roll the Switch die. If anything
other than a blank shows up on the Switch die, the following actions are taken:
GREEN SWITCH: Anytime a player rolls the green Switch they may exchange their
deck with any other player. They simply announce with whom they wish to switch.
The decks and discard piles are switched between the two players. The player's turn is now
over, and the two players now control the new decks in front of them. If the player does not
wish to switch, the switch die is ignored and the player evaluates the numbered dice as usual.
RED SWITCH: Anytime a player rolls the red Switch, they must immediately
exchange decks and discard piles with the player who has the lowest top card value.
After
exchanging decks, the player's turn is over. If more than one player has equally the lowest top
card, the player who rolled may choose which player they want to switch with. If there is no
other player with a top card lower than the player who rolled, the player keeps their deck, and
their turn is over.
BLOCK: When Block is rolled, the player takes possession of the
Block disk immediately. (If another player has possession of the disk, they
must give it up to the player who just rolled). If the disk is on another player’s deck, the player who just rolled the block may leave it there on the
opponent’s deck or take possession of it.
The player in possession of the Block disk may place it at any time on
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another player’s deck to block them from discarding any cards from their deck or they may
hold on to it to stop/block a player from switching decks with them if the opposing player
rolled a green switch. The disk does not protect the owner of the disk if they themselves
roll a red switch. If the owner of the disk rolls a red switch during their turn, they must obey
the rules of the red switch, but they still keep possession of the disk.
(Note: A player may place the Block disk on an opponent’s deck, even while that player is
in the act of removing cards from their deck.)
Blocked Deck:
If a player’s deck is blocked (has the Block Disk on it), they may not discard any cards from
their deck until they roll a Block on the Switch Die. On their turn, if the player rolls Block,
the Disk is removed from the top of their deck and they now take possession of it. In the
same turn they took the Block Disk off, if the roll of the dice allows them to remove cards
from their deck, they may do so after removing the Disk. If the dice do not allow them to
remove any cards, then they just unblock their deck, take possession of the Disk and play
continues to the next player.
Switching:
If a deck with the Block Disk on it is switched either with a Red or Green Switch, the Disk
goes with the deck and that deck remains Blocked.
CONTINUED PLAY: Play continues clockwise with each player in turn rolling as many dice
as shown on the top card of the deck they control, switching among other players when
possible, trying to discard the number 16 card from the deck they control.
WINNING THE GAME: The first player to roll the right combination of dice to discard the
number 16 card from the deck they control is the winner.
ALTERNATE GAME: When a player reaches 16, they record 16 points, and all the other
players record the highest number in the discard pile they control. If a player controls a
deck with the number one still on top, they receive no points. Play continues as above,
recording each
player's points, once someone reaches 16. When a player reaches a total of 100 points,
they are declared the winner.
REMEMBER:
-On any turn: after rolling the dice for the first time, if you are unable to discard any card
you do not return all your discarded cards back to the playing board. Only if you are taking
the risk of rolling more than once in the same turn and unable to discard, must you return
already discarded cards back.
-When you discard cards you must discard one by one. allowing a short amount of time for
an opponent to play a Block.
-Use the Block Disk in a clever way! For example when an opponent rolls a combination
that will allow him to get rid of his last cards.
-It is recommended not to take a risk of rolling the dice again in the same turn if you
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discarded only card number 1 or 2.

We appreciate your comments on Switch 16. Please send your correspondence to:
Pressman Toy Corp.
Department: Switch 16
745 Joyce Kilmer Ave.
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
3001-0710
Our Customer Service Department can be
reached Monday through Friday (except during holidays) from 10:00 AM EST to
4:00 PM EST at 1 800 800-0298
Visit our website at: www.pressmantoy.com
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